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Abstract: We conducted a large set of ab initio density functional theory computations to model
a variety of hammer-terminated graphene nanoflakes—finite counterparts of armchair graphene
nanoribbons. We focused on the relationships among the length and width of the nanoflakes, the
stoichiometry and the conformation of the hydrogen saturation of the caps, and the resulting electronic
structure. The energetics and the thermodynamic stability of the nanoflakes were investigated as well.
Based on this study, we provide a recipe for determining the most stable saturation of the dangling
bonds at the caps, which is generally disregarded in theoretical studies, and we prove that this step is
crucial for a reliable description of the electronic structure of these systems. Data analysis proved
that flakes far from the most stable C–H pattern exhibited electronic properties that were typical of
an unsaturated bonding structure. Based on thermodynamics, we also proved that, for any given
flake, there was a well-defined hydrogen content and a conformation of H atoms at the caps, which
were favored across a wide range of environmental conditions.

Keywords: graphene nanoflakes; first-principle calculations; electronic properties; thermodynamic
stability

1. Introduction

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs)—characterized by a finite width n and an infinite
length—have attracted much attention in recent decades due to their unique electronic
properties, which range from metallic to semiconducting behavior, depending on their
width [1–3]. GNRs show distinct electronic properties when compared with two-dimensional
graphene, and they can be classified as armchair, zigzag, and chevron graphene nanoribbons
based on the possible edge geometries. The edge morphology and its functionalization
have been shown to have a great impact on the optical, electronic, and magnetic properties
of these systems, as extensively discussed by several authors [4,5].

Rectangular graphene nanoflakes (GNFs) are the finite counterpart of infinite GNRs.
They are characterized by a finite length m in addition to the finite width n, and they
also vary in their patterns of atomistic termination at the caps (hammer, pencil, and cutter,
among other possibilities—see Figure 1). In this study, we focused on the properties of
hammer-terminated GNFs cut from armchair GNRs.

In recent years, the bottom-up approach to the chemical synthesis of GNFs, which
makes use of chemical vapor deposition and ultra-high-vacuum methods through the
polymerization and graphitization of monomers on a metal surface, has asserted itself
as a precise synthetic route for obtaining GNFs of a desired shape and size [6–9]. The
main advantage of this approach is that the structure of the molecular precursor strictly
determines the C–C network of the resulting flake, which is a fundamental achievement.
Indeed, experimental control over the atomistic structure of the flake, complemented by
knowledge of the corresponding energetics and thermodynamic stability, is crucial when
performing experiments relevant to technological applications at the nanoscale level [10,11].
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Figure 1. Stick-and-ball representation of graphene nanoribbons and graphene nanoflakes. Left pan-
els, from top to bottom: armchair, zigzag, and chevron nanoribbons. Right panels, from top to bottom:
hammer (9,7), hammer (8,7), cutter, and pencil nanoflakes cut from armchair nanoribbons.

Despite the relevance of the atomistic structure in these systems, in the large majority
of theoretical investigations of GNFs, the stoichiometry of the CHn terminations (n = 1, 2,
3) at the caps and at the edges is de facto disregarded. Typically, all dangling bonds arising
from the truncation of the infinite graphene network are saturated with a 1:1 carbon-to-
hydrogen ratio. This has been proven to be neither the lowest-energy structure nor the
most stable one as far as thermodynamics is concerned [12].

The main purpose of this study is to show that this approach fails to reliably mimic
the electronic properties of GNFs. Based on a large variety of ab initio computations,
we provide a recipe for the most stable saturation of caps in the case of hammer GNFs
obtained through the truncation of armchair graphene ribbons (AGNRs). From the ongoing
discussion, it will clearly emerge that this is a fundamental prerequisite for theoretical
calculations to resemble and rationalize experimental data.

This study is organized as follows: The theoretical approach is detailed in Section 2.
The data obtained for graphene, nanoribbons, and nanoflakes are discussed in Section 3.
A summarized generalization of the main concepts is reported in Section 4, along with
future perspectives on this topic.

2. Methods

First-principle calculations were performed within the framework of the pseudopoten-
tial, spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT), as implemented in the periodic SIESTA
code [13]. We adopted the gradient-corrected exchange–correlation functional devised by
Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [14] to describe the exchange and correlation effects.
The Kohn–Sham orbitals for valence electrons (1s for H and 2s22p2 for C) were represented
as linear combinations of numerical, atom-centered basis functions with the double-ζ-plus-
polarization (DZP) quality, whereas core electrons were replaced with norm-conserving
Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials [15], including nonlinear core corrections. The replica
units of the systems under investigation—one- or two-dimensional—were separated via a
large vacuum space of about 10 Å to avoid artificial interactions between periodic images.
The cutoff for the real-space integrations amounted to 200 Ry. On the GNRs, we performed
structural optimizations by relaxing the positions of all atoms until the forces were smaller
than 0.04 eV/Å. Conversely, in the GNFs, we only relaxed the positions of the hydrogens,
adopting the same threshold as that for nanoribbons, while the C–C network was a rigid
truncation of an infinite graphene sheet.
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We also investigated the dependence of our results on the choices of the exchange–
correlation functional and of the basis set. We found that (i) the DZP basis adopted in this
study performed similarly to the larger triple-ζ polarized one, and (ii) hybrid functionals
such as B3LYP or M06 provided larger HOMO–LUMO gaps than the PBE functional did,
and they were in better agreement with the experimental data. However, our choice was
much less computationally demanding, and it still provided fully reliable trends in the
estimation of the total energy differences among GNFs, which was the main target of the
present study.

As stated above, the data presented in this study refer to flakes with C–C networks
obtained through the rigid truncation of graphene, while the position of saturating hydro-
gens was optimized in all systems. An extensive series of tests strongly suggested that
neglecting C–C relaxation does not alter the substance of the ongoing discussion. Geometry
optimization results in an almost rigid shift in all the flakes’ energies, thus keeping intact
the validity of all conclusions drawn in the next sections.

In the analysis of the energetics of GNRs and GNFs, the formation energies are
obtained as follows:

Eform = EAB − (EA + EB), (1)

where AB represents the interacting system, while A and B are the separated constituents.
In this study, we focused on linear nanoflakes with a T-shaped hammer termination,

AGNF(n,m), derived from the truncation of armchair nanoribbons AGNR(n). The bonding
pattern of carbon atoms is determined by using the width n and the length m, which are
defined as follows: n represents the number of longitudinal rows of carbon atoms, while
m is the number of C–C pairs along the armchair edges. We considered a large variety
of widths, ranging from n = 4 to 32. The dependence of the electronic properties on the
length m was considered as well, and this is discussed throughout the text. When n is odd,
the zigzag caps of AGNF(n,m) are symmetric with respect to the longitudinal axis. On the
contrary, the truncation of AGNR(n) with even values of n generates two pairs of different
corners between the edges and caps, including two pending exocyclic carbon atoms (see
Figure 1). The optimal termination for these systems is obtained by removing the exocyclic
carbon atoms and saturating the smoothed corner with a single hydrogen atom.

The thermodynamic stability of different saturation patterns of AGNFs was evaluated
by using the Gibbs free energy. Since we focus on the relative stability of flakes with different
saturation stoichiometries, the reference energy terms adopted for a given AGNF(n,m) are
the following: gas-phase molecular H2 and a flake with width n, length m, and a 1:1
saturation between carbon and hydrogen at the caps—from now on, this is labeled as E0

flake.
Within this choice, the formation energy of a given flake AGNF(n,m) reads as

Eform = Eflake − E0
flake − 1/2 NH EH2 , (2)

where Eflake, E0
flake, and EH2 are the total energies, while NH is the number of excess

hydrogen atoms with respect to the 1:1 carbon-to-hydrogen stoichiometry, i.e., NH is the
number of CH2 groups at the caps. The Gibbs free energy is, therefore, expressed as follows:

G = Eform − 1/2 NH µH2 , (3)

where the chemical potential of molecular hydrogen, µH2 , is evaluated as follows:

µH2 = Ho(T)− Ho(0)− T So(T) + kB T ln(p/po). (4)

Here, Ho and So are the enthalpy and the entropy of molecular hydrogen at the
operating temperature T, p is the partial pressure of H2, and po is the standard-state
pressure, i.e., 0.1 MPa. The values of So(T) and Ho(T)− Ho(0) at po were taken from the
NIST-JANAF thermochemical tables [16]. According to this formulation, each saturation
pattern of a given flake is likely to present a definite (T, p) range of stability, as is evidenced
in the coming discussion.
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3. Results
3.1. Graphene and Infinite Ribbons

Within the selected computational setup, the lattice parameter of graphene resulted in
a = 2.48 Å, with an internuclear C–Ci distance of 1.43 Å (a

√
3/3). This outcome compares

well with the experimental value of the in-plane lattice constant of graphite, a = 2.46 Å (C–
C bond distance equal to 1.42 Å [17,18]). The cohesion energy measured 7.6 eV per carbon
atom, which was in agreement with previous theoretical results [19–22]. As concerns the
H2 molecule, we found a binding energy of 4.46 eV, which was obtained at the equilibrium
internuclear distance of 0.778 Å. A previous theoretical estimate of these values conducted
with a comparable approach predicted 4.58 eV at 0.750 Å [21,23], while the corresponding
experimental data were 4.75 eV and 0.741 Å [24].

When considering infinite nanoribbons, we focused on specimens with armchair edges
(AGNRs), as, in most applications for the realization of nanodevices [25–28], bottom-up
synthesis produces nanoflakes with this bonding pattern [29–35]. Furthermore, the stability
of the armchair edges of AGNRs upon varying hydrogen saturation is very simple and
well-established [12]. In more detail, a single hydrogen on every carbon atom of the edge is
sufficient to avoid the appearance of spin polarization in the ground-state wavefunctions,
as well as metallicity, while preserving aromaticity.

The trend of the energy band gaps Eg as a function of nanoribbon width n (reported in
Figure 2) agreed very well with previous results [20,36,37]. In the figure, the existence of
three families of infinite armchair ribbons characterized by their width n is clearly shown.
Comparing the n = 3p, n = 3p + 1, and n = 3p + 2 series of data (where p is an integer),
the well-known relation E3p+1

g > E3p
g > E3p+2

g in the trend of the gaps is recovered.
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Figure 2. Properties of graphene nanoribbons with different widths n. Data are reported in red,
green, and blue for the n = 3p + 1, n = 3p + 2, and n = 3p families, respectively. Top panel: energy
gaps; middle panel: formation energies (also called edge energies); bottom panel: variation in the
optimized unit cell length of AGNRs with respect to an orthorhombic supercell of graphene with
L = 4.29 Å and hosting four C atoms per unit cell.
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This threefold behavior also manifests itself in the formation energy per unit cell with
varying values of n (in this case, Eform = Eribbon − n Egraphene − 2 EH2 , where Egraphene is
the energy of graphene per unit cell and Eribbon refers to the unit cell of AGNR(n), which
consists of 2n carbon atoms plus 4 hydrogens), as can be easily seen in the middle panel of
Figure 2, and the same holds for the equilibrium lattice constant along the axis of the ribbon
(bottom panel of Figure 2), among other properties. The optimized lattice constants reveal
that all AGNRs(n) are stretched with respect to graphene and, as expected, this stress is
reduced as n increases. Remarkably, the formation of AGNRs belonging to the n = 3p + 2
class is unfavorable when referring to the graphene plus H2 systems, while the n = 3p and
n = 3p + 1 ribbons behave in the opposite way. The above features, which are well-known
in the literature, confirm that our computational setup is appropriate for studying both
AGNRs and AGNFs.

3.2. Graphene Nanoflakes

AGNFs(n,m) were obtained as nonrelaxed truncations of the C–C network of the
corresponding AGNRs(n). Their armchair edges were saturated with a 1:1 C to H ratio.
As for the saturation of the zigzag caps, we considered combinations of CH and CH2
terminations. In most flakes, we tested all reliable possibilities by varying either the number
of hydrogens, i.e., the C:H stoichiometry, or the position of the CH2 groups along the caps,
i.e., the flake’s conformation at a fixed composition. In selected flakes, in addition to the
structural optimization of all hydrogens, we also performed a complete relaxation of the
network of carbon atoms, and we can affirm that C–C relaxation does not alter the ongoing
discussion. In the following, we report a selection of test cases that are representative of
the large number of systems considered. General rules and trends, as well as a discussion
based on thermodynamics, are presented at the end of the section.

In the left panel of Figure 3, we report the energetics of different H saturations of the
caps in AGNF(13,10). Spin polarization was considered in all systems. The saturation is
reported according to the following notation: Single vertical bars I stand for CH saturations,
while V stands for CH2 saturations. As an example, the label I_I_V_I_V refers to the
following pattern at the cap: (CH)-(CH)-(CH2)-(CH)-(CH2). The abscissas report the
number of double saturations, i.e., of CH2 groups. For any given stoichiometry, the possible
structural conformations of CH and CH2 groups were obtained by permuting their positions
along the caps.
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Figure 3. Left panel: Formation energies (see Equation (2)) of a (13,10) nanoflake relative to the
standard 1:1 carbon-to-hydrogen saturation. All of the possible H saturations of the caps were
taken into account by varying either the number of CH2 groups or their positions. The number of
CH2 groups at each cap is reported in the abscissas. Right panel: formation energies of the most
stable conformations of AGNF(11,20), AGNF(13,20), and AGNF(15,20)—in red, green, and blue,
respectively—with three different stoichiometries, where the number of CH2 groups at each cap is
reported in the abscissas. Data interpolation with parabolas is intended as a guide for the eye. The
minima of the parabolas are evidenced with vertical arrows.
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Based on our computations, we may affirm that the formation energies of AGNFs(13,10)
with the same stoichiometry but different conformations of CH2 groups at the caps spanned
a relevant range, which was possibly on the order of eV. Second, all AGNFs(13,10) with
a number of CH2 groups other than 2 at each cap presented net spin polarization in the
wavefunction. Third, it is quite evident that one structure was clearly more stable than the
others, and it was characterized by a definite stoichiometry and a specific arrangement of
hydrogens at the caps.

The data in the right panel of Figure 3 connect only the most stable conformations
of hydrogens at the caps for a set of three stoichiometries in AGNF(11,20), AGNF(13,20),
and AGNF(15,20). The plot shows that the optimal number of CH2 for a (n,m) flake is
(n − 1)/6 when n is odd. When this ratio is not an integer, the optimal saturation requires
a number of CH2 groups equal to the closest integer. The sketch drawn so far also holds
for the AGNF(5,20), AGNF(7,20), and AGNF(9,20) set, as well as for the AGNF(17,20),
AGNF(19,20), and AGNF(21,20) set. Overall, this recipe grounds its validity in the analysis
of the entire set of data related to odd AGNFs(n,m). Furthermore, it agrees well with the
chemical intuition. Indeed, at each cap, the number of C atoms to be saturated is (n − 1)/2.
The most stable saturation pattern requires one CH2 group for every three carbon atoms
along the cap, which fits well with the theoretical bond order of (1+1/3) assigned to C–C
in graphene.

The saturation pattern of the caps is not merely a question of formation energy
and, hence, of the thermodynamic stability of a given flake. As we demonstrate in the
following, it has a deep impact on the electronic properties of the flake, which are likely to
play a relevant role in the operating behavior of nanoelectronic devices based on AGNFs.

Let us first examine the role of the length of the flake, m, in determining its electronic
properties. In Figure 4, we report the electronic structure of a series of AGNF(13,m) flakes,
all of which had the most stable stoichiometry and hydrogen conformation at the caps,
which was I_V_I_I_V_I. The bottom red line of the figure refers to AGNR(13), i.e., the
infinite ribbon with no caps. As can be seen in Figure 4, the flakes presented a discrete set
of localized states, which was consistent with their reduced dimensionality. As the length
m increased, the distribution of eigenvalues became more dense and tended to reproduce
the density of states (DOS) of the infinite ribbon. The HOMO–LUMO gap decreased with
the increase in m, but it always remained larger than the band gap of AGNR(13).

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5  0.0  0.5  1.0  1.5

Energy - EF (eV)

AGNF(13,m) I_V_I_I_V_I AGNR(13)
AGNF(13,10)
AGNF(13,12)
AGNF(13,14)
AGNF(13,16)
AGNF(13,18)
AGNF(13,20)
AGNF(13,22)
AGNF(13,24)
AGNF(13,26)

Figure 4. Density of states of the AGNF(13,m) series (m = 10 − 26) (in shades of gray), plus the DOS
of the infinite AGNR(13) ribbon (depicted in red). The data are shifted according to the length of the
flake; the smaller m is, the larger the vertical shift is and the lighter the curve is. In all systems, we
adopted the most stable saturation stoichiometry with two CH2 groups at each cap and the most
stable conformation of hydrogens, i.e., I_V_I_I_V_I.

We also investigated the relation between the electronic properties of the flakes and
their conformation; for any given C-to-H stoichiometry, we sampled different locations
of CH2 groups at the caps. In the case of AGNF(13,20), which is reported in Figure 5,
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the most stable carbon-to-hydrogen stoichiometry required that two CH2 groups were
present at each cap, and their most stable arrangement was I_V_I_I_V_I. As we considered
conformations with increasing energies, the HOMO–LUMO gap decreased almost regularly,
with the exception of V_I_I_I_I_V. As a result, high-energy conformations might have had
electronic states within the band gap of AGNR(13). Generally speaking, the data in Figure 5
suggest that when more CH2 groups were present, they tended to keep far apart from one
another while avoiding the corners between edges and caps at the same time.

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5  0.0  0.5  1.0  1.5

Energy - EF (eV)

AGNF(13,20) AGNR(13)
V_V_I_I_I_I
V_I_I_I_I_V
V_I_V_I_I_I
I_V_V_I_I_I
I_I_V_V_I_I
I_I_V_I_I_V
V_I_I_I_V_I
I_V_I_V_I_I
I_V_I_I_V_I

Figure 5. Density of states of AGNF(13,20) with two CH2 groups on each cap. All of the different
positions of double H saturations are considered. The larger the vertical shift of the DOS, the less
stable the corresponding conformation and the lighter the shade of gray. Note that in the most stable
configuration, the HOMO–LUMO separation of the flake became slightly larger than the gap of
AGNR(13), whose DOS is depicted in red.

The saturation of the caps of a given flake with carbon-to-hydrogen ratios that were
larger or smaller than the most stable one had an even deeper impact on the flake’s electronic
properties, as can be seen in Figure 6 for the case of AGNR(13,20). The wavefunctions
of oversaturated and undersaturated flakes presented a net spin polarization, which was
not the case when the most stable number of CH2 groups was inserted. Even worse,
an improper saturation induced the appearance of electronic states falling within the
band gap of the corresponding ribbon, AGNR(13), which was a critical region for the
simulation of electronic phenomena. The insets in the figure clarify the nature of states of
AGNF(13,20) that fell in the gap of AGNR(13). Indeed, they were spatially localized on the
caps, while all the other ones belonged to the extended π structure of the flake, which was
delocalized over the entire molecule. From a chemical point of view, this behavior is typical
of unsaturated bonds.

Analogously to Figure 3, in the left panel of Figure 7, we report the formation energy of
a series of nanoflakes with m = 10 while considering all possible saturation stoichiometries
and hydrogen arrangements at the caps. As already observed, the formation energies of
AGNFs(10,10) with the same stoichiometry but different conformations of CH2 groups
at the caps spanned a relevant range. Furthermore, all AGNFs(10,10) with a number of
CH2 groups other than 1 at each cap presented net spin polarization in the wavefunction,
and there was one structure that was clearly more stable than the others, which was
characterized by a definite stoichiometry and a specific arrangement of hydrogens at
the caps.
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Figure 6. Density of states of AGNF(13,20) with one (top panel), two (middle panel), and three
(bottom panel) CH2 groups on each cap. For each stoichiometry, we report only the most stable
conformation of hydrogens. In the top and bottom panels, the majority and minority spin components
are reported in blue and green, respectively, while the DOS of the non-spin-polarized solution
is reported in gray. In the middle panel, where the minimum energy solution presents no spin
polarization, we report the total DOS in blue. The three insets show the electron density of the
occupied state of the majority spin component with the highest energy.
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Figure 7. Left panel: formation energies (see Equation (2)) of a (10,10) nanoflake relative to the
standard 1:1 carbon-to-hydrogen saturation. All of the possible H saturations of the caps are taken
into account by varying either the number of CH2 groups or their position. The number of CH2

groups at each cap is reported in the abscissas. Right panel: formation energies of the most stable
conformations of AGNF(8,20), AGNF(10,20), and AGNF(12,20)—in red, green, and blue, respectively—
with three different stoichiometries, where the number of CH2 groups at each cap is reported in the
abscissas. Data interpolation with parabolas is intended as a guide for the eye. The minima of the
parabolas are evidenced with vertical arrows.
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In the right panel of Figure 7, we collect the energies of the most stable conformations
for a set of three stoichiometries in AGNF(8,20), AGNF(10,20), and AGNF(12,20). In this
case, the optimal number of CH2 groups was as close as possible to (n − 4)/6. Indeed,
the removal of an exocyclic carbon atom from each even cap ensured that the nearest cap
carbon would be perfectly saturated with just one hydrogen. We verified that, as happens
for odd flakes when n was even, the deviation from the optimal number of CH2 groups at
the caps induced the presence of spin-polarized midgap electronic states that were localized
at the cap. As expected, the above considerations were also valid when comparing the
AGNF(14,20), AGNF(16,20), and AGNF(20,20) sets of flakes.

In general terms, from the above discussion, it is straightforward that simulating a
nanodevice using AGNFs as electronic components requires a careful screening of their
saturation stoichiometry. Indeed, the latter critically determines the flake’s electronic
structure, which, in turn, is likely to affect the simulated properties of the device.

Figure 8 pictorially summarizes the rules and trends described so far for the saturation
of caps of hammer nanoflakes. The number of optimal CH2 groups was the closest integer to
(n − 1)/6 in the case of odd flakes and to (n − 4)/6 in the case of even flakes. CH2 groups
tended to keep far apart from one another and to avoid the corners between edges and caps.
In the case of even flakes, CH2 groups avoided the smooth corners the most. With these
rules, in some systems, there were more conformations within a very small energy range
(5 meV).
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9

28

29
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the most stable C–H terminations at the caps in AGNF(n,m),
where n is reported at the edges of the plot and ranges from 9 to 32. Saturation of the CH2 type is
evidenced by a V symbol; otherwise, the termination is CH. Red V symbols represent alternative
positions of CH2 groups within 5 meV from the lowest-energy conformation. Blue horizontal bars
indicate single hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon at the smooth corners between edges and caps.

As a further insight into the properties of graphene nanoflakes, we tested the robust-
ness of the saturation rules given above with respect to the environmental conditions
experienced by AGNFs during synthesis and in operando. We assumed here that the flakes
were in thermodynamic equilibrium with molecular hydrogen, which is likely to happen
during synthesis. The temperature was set to 300 kelvin. As representative systems, in
Figure 9, we report the Gibbs free energies of AGNF(13,20) and AGNF(11,20) with vari-
ous saturation stoichiometries. For any given C-to-H ratio, we just considered the most
stable conformation of hydrogens at the caps. We remark that in both systems, the most
stable stoichiometry required two CH2 groups at each cap. However, in AGNF(13,20), the
(n − 1)/6 recipe predicted an integer value, while in AGNF(11,20), it measures 1 + 2/3,
which means that this flake would require a noninteger number of CH2 groups at each
cap. This cannot be realized in practice, but 2 was the integer closest to the optimal
value for AGNF(11,20). As concerns AGNF(13,20), the saturation pattern with the low-
est formation energy (I_V_I_I_V_I) was the most favorable—as far as thermodynamics
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is concerned—in an extremely wide range of partial pressures of molecular gas-phase
hydrogen. The I_I_I_I_I_I stoichiometry became favored at very low partial pressures of
H2, while I_V_V_I_V_I became stable only at very high pressures. No range of stability was
found for I_V_I_I_I_I. Considering AGNF(11,20), one might expect a quite different trend
with respect to the previous case because, here, (n − 1)/6 was between 1 and 2, i.e., there
were two saturation stoichiometries close to the optimal value. However, this was not
the case. The I_V_I_V_I pattern was stable from very low up to very high H2 pressures.
Severe undersaturation, I_I_I_I_I, was stable at very low pressures, while oversaturation,
V_V_I_V_I, was stable at exceedingly high pressures. At variance with AGNF(13,20), the in-
termediate undersaturation stoichiometry, I_I_V_I_I, had a range of stability, though it was
very small. Overall, we can affirm that—for any given flake—the saturation stoichiometry
corresponding to the most stable structure was thermodynamically favored over a very
wide range of partial pressures of H2. To allow for saturation stoichiometries other than
the one with the lowest formation energy, extreme conditions that are far away from those
typically experienced by AGNFs during their synthesis and utilization should be imposed.
The stability of the flakes with the lowest formation energy was, therefore, quite robust,
which is an aspect to be considered in theoretical simulations of AGNFs(n,m). Indeed,
on the one hand, it is evident that flakes with H saturations other than the most stable one
can be synthesized, and they might be stable—on a relevant time scale—against evolution
towards the most stable stoichiometry. On the other hand, if the synthetic route takes into
account that a thermodynamic equilibrium is established between molecular hydrogen and
the carbon nanoflake, the latter will assume a single well-defined stoichiometry.
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Figure 9. Gibbs free energy of AGNF(13,20)—left panel—and AGNF(11,20)—right panel—at varying
partial pressures of molecular hydrogen (top axes, in bar) at the temperature of 300 kelvin. Colored
lines correspond to different saturation stoichiometries; each one was computed in the conformation
with the lowest energy. Vertical bars separate the ranges of stability of different stoichiometries.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we showed that AGNFs(n,m) with even values of n are mostly stable
when (n − 1)/6 terminations of the CH2 type are inserted at each cap (the other ones
being CH), while flakes with odd values of n require (n − 4)/6 distinct CH2 groups. When
these ratios assume noninteger values, the most stable saturation corresponds to a number
of CH2 groups of the closest integer. As concerns the conformation, i.e., the position of
CH2 groups at the caps, carbon atoms with two hydrogens tend to keep far apart from
one another while avoiding being located at the corners between edges and caps at the
same time. These tendencies are more marked in flakes with even values of n than in
odd AGNFs. Furthermore, in even flakes, smoothed corners between edges and caps are
avoided the most.

The wavefunctions of AGNFs(n,m) in conditions of undersaturation or oversaturation
become spin-polarized. In these systems, the electronic structure presents states falling
in the band gap of the corresponding ribbon, AGNR(n). The same occurs in flakes with
the most stable stoichiometry and a very unfavorable conformational arrangement. The
electron density of midgap states is localized on the caps of the flake; hence, they do
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not participate in its extended π-bonding structure. On the contrary, for the most stable
stoichiometry and conformation, the wavefunction of the flake has no net spin polarization,
there are no states falling in the gap of the corresponding ribbon, the HOMO–LUMO
distance is a bit larger than the band gap, and occupied states build a π-bonding structure
that is delocalized over the entire C–C network. Overall, either the stoichiometry of a given
flake or the conformational arrangement of hydrogens at the caps profoundly affects its
electronic structure. To attain reliable results—for example, in theoretical simulations of
AGNFs as components of nanoelectronic devices—one should carefully assess the role of
hydrogen saturation.

Another key element is to consider the thermodynamic stability of AGNFs at varying
hydrogen contents. Based on our study, we can affirm that, for a given AGNF(n,m), there is
a single stoichiometry that is favorable over a wide range of environmental conditions. The
rules given in the present study represent quite strict guidance for theoretical simulations in
both the choice of the appropriate hydrogen content in carbon nanoflakes and the selection
of the most stable conformation of CH and CH2 terminations at the caps.
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